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WHAT KIND OF MAN?
MARCH 23 , 1987

BRUCE I. PETRIE

Existence and nonexiste nce, to my prosaic mind, were
once mutually exclusive. They were alte rnati.ves. True, unlike the
brooding Dane, r had not given the subjec t much thought; cer tainl y, I
had not we ighed their comparative val ue.
I had quite blithely
assumed, contrary to my religious profession, that being here is
better than not being here.
I do recognize that I have experienced fleeting moments
when I felt as if I we re not here, at ICdst not physically here, us if I
were in a dre am state contemplating reali ty. To those of you whose
suspicions about me have just been confi rmed, I can only say that,
since I have always been able to step back in again, I have found that
stepping outside my own skin is pleasant, sometimes even an
improvement. It would nevertheless, be unnerving to be disabused of
my assumption that everyone has felt such rnofllentary sensations.
Nonetheless, as I say, my own presence or absence was
not a pressi ng ma tter for me until a Monday evening in March of last
year. On that occasion one came here with a paper asking us, nay,
forcing us, to consider tha t one can be an d not be at virtually the
same t ime. Moreover, not only is t here no rub, no prospect of
troublesome dreams to evoke the Ha m le t in all of us, but this
seemingly oxymoronic condition was asserte d as the norm . It is only
the abnormal person who is or is not. The res t of us, you and I being
so obviously normal, are both.
This notion is offered, in the most engaging and erudi te
fashion, by a member well known to all of us for the special reality
he finds in metaphors and myths, square circles and symbols,
paradoxes and even those troublesome conundrums, logical
inconsi s te ncies. Einstein Is reported to have said that imagination is
more important than knowledge. Our colleague, to the benefit of us
all, has expanded and improved upon th is observation by his teaching
that knowledge is the product of im age making; that, therefore,
imagina tion is the basic reality.
I confess, as a ll would recognize , that in attem pting to
follow his mind path, I do so as a fumble-footed klutz might attempt
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to follow Hillary to the summit of Everest. True, I had once touched
on the subject of existence. "To Be -- Or To Be Twice" was the title
of that paper, and I admit that in a fleeting moment of conceit, while
listening to our colleague, I wondered whether my title was seminal
to his paper. But, having rather obviously borrowed my own title
from another (from the seventeenth Earl of Oxford, as some of you
would acknowledge), I concluded that I could hardly complain.
Indeed, I was flattered at the thought.
The
formulation
of
simultaneous
existence
and
nonexistence was offered, as one might have expected from this
particular author, in thp. context of religious experience: that one is
and is not when, in the language of our time, one is "interfacing" with
God. As to one another among our fellow humans, we either are or
we are not. The central idea, if I dare attempt to summarize, was to
the effect that ~an desires both to assert himself (the "to be" mode),
and to humble hImself (the "not to be" mode), vis a vis God; that he
wants to disappear into conformity and yet boldly strut forth· to be
Milquetoast and Rambo at one and the same time. This f~rm of
Ramboisrn, of course, deals with one's he roics face to face with the
Deity and is not to be confused with "Walter Mlttyism" which
involves fantasies about our accomplish ments in human affai:s.
The author of that paper, displaying his familiar and
appealing modesty, reassured us that he had not been delegated to
bring to us, on that evening, God's view of our presence and absence,
but that he was simply expressing a view from the human perspective
-- from the bottom looking up, as it were.
Indeed, he who came with the paper had concluded that
one can say nothing positive about God except that "He is;" that any
other assertion would be "inescapably idolatrous." I do remernber
musing to myself that in this day and age in America, it would be
even more prudent to limit oneself to asserting that "She is,'' and let
it go a t that.
Essentially, however, I accepted my friend's profundities.
Since I could not fully understand, much less refute, them, I felt
morally bound to accept them. Afte r all, these revelations had corne
from a lifetime of study in ancient rabbinical writings, from the
books of Genesis and Deuteronomy, from the Midrash and Mishnah,
not simply from a facile, selective plagia r izing of the interpretations
of others, but from exacting exigesis of the ori&inal Hebrew. Who. am
I, who can barely understand one word of YiddIsh, much less anCIent
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Hebrew, to challenge a scholar who see ms not merely confident, but
exudes an air of intellectual authority, no t to say infallibility.
To sum it up, once I acknowle dge a certain "chutzpah" for
some of the comments in this paper abo ut his paper, I have exhausted
my presumptuousness; and, certainly, I have exhausted my Semitic
lexicon.
I am, I readily acknowledge, more comfortable with the
English vernacular. Instead of musty par chment and leather-bound
tomes, I tend to slick paper magazines, in most of which I find much
more in the way of glitzy photographs and jazzy effusions of the
copywrite r's a rt than any commentary of subs t ance; much more that
is trying to reach my pocketbook rather than my mind. Somehow I
am comforted by the paper itself. Rough, yellow paper in crumbling
buckram always accllses me of living in the pa st, while the feel and
shine of slick paper reassures me that I a m a u courant, sumet imes
even avant garde.
Last A pril, just a month after our colleague's paper, when
I was in the barber's chair , thumbing idly through a magazine so sEck
my thoughts kept slipping away, but pa using now and then over
glorious displays of thinly-clad damsels, I happened upon that
ubiquitous advertisement, "What Kind of Man Drinks Dewar's?"
Surely some of you have seen the se ads. The exemplary personage
being proudly featured is lounging in an exquisite contemporary room,
against a backdrop of Modliani paintings, sculpture by Nevelson and
carpets by Oriental. A casually elegant, but formal, garden peeks
through the glass wall to the rear; flames sparkle cozily in the small
fireplace to one side. One can almost hear a Mozart piano concerto
fi11ing the room from the solid-looking electronics center fitted
neatly into the other wall. Our hero is comIortably attired in a silk
turtleneck, Harris tweed jacket and grey flannels, a glass of Dewar's
held lightly in his right hand. His left foot, encased in fine Italian
loafers, gently tickles the back of the drowsy but snooty-looking
Afghan hound stretched out at his feet.
Dewar's is at proud pains to let us know that this fellow,
who has a face combining the best of Robe rt Redford and Clark
Gable, is, nevertheless, a nuclear physicist, specializing in black holes
and guing-sized quark analysis; that among his hobbies are Japanese
paper making and dog sled racing; he drives a Mazerati XM-14(ZJ);
the last book he read was the Bhagavad Gita, in the original Sanskrit;
and he has been of some help in developing Lovelock's Gaia
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Hypothesis. Occasionally, for relaxation, he guest conducts in Vienna
and Milano, and as a change of pace, now and then fills in at goalie
for the Montreal Canadiens.
This sort of thing gives me a complex. I was about to flip
the page when suddenly it flashed to mind that Dewar's, perhaps
innocently but nonetheless clearly, was expressing the "be and not be"
paradox -- at least expressing it in the patois of affluent, modern
man in a post-industrial society.
The Dewar's exemplar is saying, is he not, "I am
extraordinary, versatile, a Renaissance man, striving for excellence
in work and play, in acculturing myself with the arts. I drink
~ewarls.tI Simultt'lneously, he is saying, "I am conforming to God's
mtende d standard for human conduct, doing what every affluent
good-Iook,ing, energetic male should do; there's nothing unusual abou~
me. I drmk Dewar's." He is thus proud and humble, assertive and
retiring. He wants to stand out; he wants to utilize protective
coloring.
For a fleeting moment I thought about this whimsical
connection between Dewar's model and the intriguing idea that I am
and I am not. I paused and read the ad aga in, flipped slowly forward
in the magazine, put it down, picked it up again for a review of the
thinly clad damsels, particularly the ravishing brunette who was not
clad at all, and then resumed a desultory conversation with my
barber, who was secretly doing his best, against my specifIcations, to
recover a few years for me with a more youthful-looking cut. No
doubt the poignancy of i:l gray-haire d man ogling explicit photographs
of the female form beautiful was not lost on him, one of the sharpest
barbers 1 have ever encountered.
But the thought kept returning, was it possible, howe~er
outrageous the idea might be, that the fundamental dyna,mlcs
between God and man were being revealed to me by a w~l~key
distillery in Perthshire -- through the slick pag~s of t~at laSCIVlOUS
magazine? Was this a sermon, not in stone, but m a dellcate bl;nd of
barley, mash and sweet water from the Scottish braes and burns,
As those who know me will attest, I am ready, even eag~r,
to believe anything favorable about Scotland. On~ is not easily
skeptical about the inherently fine qualities, the baslc trut~f~lneSSt
the verisirniltude of one's ancestral culture. Nonetheless,
Ok ~o
normally see whiskey stills as burning bushes, and I do not
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God's wisdom in the curves and fol ds of the female anatomy, no
ma t ter how heavenly their arrange me nt mi ght be.
No, I told myself, it was an unworthy form of intellectual
laziness to seek deep ideas in sha llow waters . It is too easy. It
devalues the idea itself, not because serious ideas cannot be simply
expressed, but because se rious thin king, certainly original thinking,
deserves to be honored and not cheapl y t reated by trivial analogies.
Surely, profound ideas should be dressed in dignified garments, no t in
low-cut gowns or string bikinis. Despite the efforts of D. H.
Lawrence, and more recently Mr. Hugh He fner, to identify the
profane with the sacred, is it not important for society to avoid
confusing the two? To merge them is t o lose sight of important
tensions in human nature, presumably inst ill ed by God for a purpose.
That is, while lust and piety may be equall y part of our humanness,
they must be kept juxtaposed in our minds. Without such tensions
there would be no thought and without tho ught there can be no God.
Thus, with the previous mo nth's paper still bumping
around in my mind, I mentally cast around for a more appropriate, a
more scholarly, source in which to e xplore i ts intriguing thesis.
But, despite my good inten t ions, even a title as
provocative to my inquiry as Jean Pa ul Sartre's "Being and
Nothlngness," soon appedreu as a quag mi re more frustrating than
following my friend in mental rock climbing in Himalayan
abstractions. Listen to this from the ke y to special terminology
provided for the mental c ripples who venture into Sartre's mind:
Nothingness does not itself hav e Be ing, yet it
is supported by Being. It com es into the world
by the For-itself and is t he re coll from
fullness of self-contained Being which allows
conscioLisness to exist as such.
One simply must be better equipped than I am for that
sort of cognitive contortion, and it does no t help 1£ one is old enough
to have become skeptical of all jargon, no matter how celebrate d the
mind from which it emanates. I thus passe d off Sartre, rationalizing
that he, unlike Kierkegaard, found comfort in a form of
existentialism incompatible with the existence of God -- and was
thus irrelevant to my quest. Belleve me, I was grea tly relieved.
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I then convinced myself that since I have no pedagogical
responsibilities; no one looks to me for wisdom in philosophical
matters, I was quite free to explore the question triggered by the
Dewar's ad in my own way; that no matter how hare-brained my
menta l processes were, no theories need be discarded out of hand.
Any thought could be pondered for sheer pleasure -- at least i1 done
privately and surreptitiously.
Clearly, my idea that an ultimate truth was revealed by
the Dewar's man could not be discussed with anyone, least of all
anyone who might ridicule me in my own home town. It is one thing
to irritate others with one's eccentric political ideas. Allowances
will be made for errors, even egregious errors, as being attributable
to misplaced partisanship. But it is quite another thing to stray from
conventional expressions regarding God and man. As one of our
members noted in a paper some years ago, even the general subject
of our re1a tionship to the Almighty is a verbotem topic, if not in
these hails, in most other settings, including some churches. One
must admit that mainline religious thought often seems so
stereotyped that it compels little discussion at all.
Those bold
enough to express deviant ideas in a conventional mileau, such as our
own, are usuaUy mentaUy relegated by their listeners to
saffron-robed sects meditating on a mountaintop in the Big Sur or
some other such haven for weirdos.
In fact, even when the thought is conventional, say for
example that Christ physically rose from the dead, or that Mary was
not only virgin, but born without original sin, there are few times or
places that one dares assert it in conversation -- even to break the
tedium of golf scores, governmental gaffes and genious-class
gr andchildren.
My task, then, was to examine my proposltlOn quietly,
doing without the benefit of the give and take, the disputation, the
probes, the testing, the cutting of exquisite distinctions so endearing
to the rabbinical mind. Moreover, there would be no ancient tomes
to help me, no parchment or scrolls, no Halakah and no Haggadah.
After all, they antedate the slick paper world to which I belong.
Oh yes, I could investigate the sort of thinking that
directly motivates the management of Dewar's Scotch. I al:eady
knew for example that their headquarters is in Perth, Perthshlre, a
city " whose citizens are hardly noted for ill-consl. d er~ d or
light-hearted expenditures of money; such a manage rnent dld not
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com mission the creation of those sce nes of the Dewar's man and
spread them to the far corners of t he world, unless it carried a
serious message, one that would evoke a response wherever men
t hirst for fine whiskey -- which is prac t ically everywhere.
Moreover, by sheer coin cidence, I happen to know more
than one might expect about advertising a gencies, their problems and
how they re spond to the needs of thei r clients. The ends which they
seek are obvious to everyone who under stands capitalism, but the
means are not necessarily apparent. I must admit that I deplore
many forms of advertising, believing, for e xample, that even the best
billboa rds a re an insult to Mother Nature - - the moral equivalent of
hanging a sandwich board on your own mot her and se nding her down
Fourth Street to hawk cigarettes. I do acknowledge, however, a
certain creativity in the copywriter's trade . True, that creativity has
led me, not simply to deplore, but to a bandon completely, the
offerings of commercial television and radio . But, nonetheless, I am
free to do just that without imposing my pet ulance on anyone else -except my understanding spolJse. Regrettably, a peripatetic nature
makes it impractical to avoid billboards.
But, my antipathy to certain products of the advertisers'
art does not alter my recognition that the education of the typical ad
man genera lly includes large doses of Englis h and psychology. Both
of these disciplines are useful in persuading people; that, of course, is
what adve r tising is all about. Given the psyc hology component, It is
not all thut hard to ma.ke a connection between the consum e r's
psyche and the psyc he of the religious. Tha t is to suy, each of us is
asked, from an early age, to make choices a bout the things we buy
and also to make cholces about our relatio nship to more powerful
forces in the universe.
In Americ a the choices of thi ngs t o buy are so many, the
stakes for the sellers so high, that the pr ocess of persuasion is
e xtremely competitive, sometimes bitterly so. Likewise, after a
period of well-meant brainwashing by our parents, we are also
obliged to make choices in our view of God . Is there one at all? If
there is one, is the re more than one? Is He a nthropomorphic? Did
He come to earth or mere ly send an agen t? Will He come again -and, if so, in what form? Should I love Hi m or fear Him? Are those
attitudes one and the sam e? Will He reall y judge my performance on
earth -- or is that just a threat to scare the de vil out of me?
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One can ~e?l with consumer and religious choices at a
v.ery slmple level, avo1dmg all but the most basic, and lead the simple
IIfe~ Or one can opt to deal with the whole bewildering array of
cholces at a complex level, and lead a very com plica ted life.
.
.
The advertiser hopes to persuade us to lead com plica ted
Ilves, Ilves that match a capitalist, Consumer economy; that is one
b.ased upon exalting elitism, self-fulfillment, distinction ~hi1e
sH~u1tan~ously encouraging conformity. In a strangely perverse way,
th1S amb1valence threatens to lead from the meritocracy which it
extolls, to what I choose to call the mediocratocracy which it
actually encourages. But this is a troubling subject from which I will
spare you here.
Let me say only that it seemed conceivable that the
Dewar's advertising agency had cleverly exploited the commercial as
well as the religious impulses of most whiskey drinkers by subtly
appealing to the "be and not to be" attitudes congenital to all of
them .
In any event, being acquainted in the trade, it was
convenient for me to meet with an advertising man who has been a
longtime friend, pledge him to secrecy, put before him the Dewar's
ad and pose the question: Does the kind of man who drinks Dewar's
exist and nonexist at the same time?
Be mindful that this fellow is notaby intelligent, an
English major from Williams, with a graduate degree from Wharton,
able to manage a stable of temperamental creative types and account
executives, satisfy important clients, deal with the media and with
the graphics industry and, without dropping n stitch, respond
effectively to advise about taxes and corporate law.
Upon receiving my question, he first responded with a
blank stare. That was followed by a brief and nervous half-smile,
then a derisive roar of laughter. "Exist and nonexist. You mean, .'To
Be and Not To Be? ' What the hell is that about? The Dewar's ad IS a
classic. The Leo Burnet boys did it and they're not exactly slouches.
It has sold more scotch whiskey than pinch bottles and bagpipes put
together. In fact, it sounds like you've got a snootful of Dewar's
yourself!"
I could have pursued my question, but I reluctantly
concluded that I would generate more levity than light; that given my
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short time budget for research, I would do better to look elsewhere.
Concealing my disappointment and chagrin behind a facade of laughs,
I broke off the conversation.
A t this point I went back to the March 1986 Literary Club
paper which had set me thinking in the first place. It was so
reasonable, so strongly supported by impeccable authority, so
beautifully explicated, that I felt increasin gly foolish by comparison.
I was close to abandoning my tendent ious research and would have
done so had I not had another brain storm . The source I needed, one
t hat might provide empirical evidence, lay close at hand.
A few Monday evenings later, still rankling from
in feriority pangs attributable to that adve rtisement, I drew our
estimable steward aside. "Giovanni -- what kind of member drinks
Dewar's?"
a ddress
manage,
outings.
steward
drinking

It is a proper part of Giovann i's duties that he be able to
our members by name -- at least those members who
say, to attend more than five or six meetings between June
It is not necessary but nevert heless gratifying when our
goes beyond the job description and mentally catalogues the
habits and proclivities oJ the regula rs.

It was with considerable ant icipation that I accepted
Giovanni's invitation to stick around after the evening repast so that
he might give me an appropriate answer to my searching question.

With exquisite discretion, Gi ovanni so couched his
descriptions of those members who drink Dewar's as to make it
virtually impossible for me to be absolutely cer tain as to the identity
of particular individuals. He simply refused to use names, but he was
willing to let me offer guesses. Since there is no such thing as a
deadpan Italian, I was able to satisfy myself t hat, in six cases, I was
on the mark. Then it struck me that each of these six members was
a doctor, a lawyer, an
e ngaged in a different vocation
academician, a clergyman, a businessman and a journalist.
With such a clear opportunity, I saw no reason not to
utilize the stereotypes about the practitioners of each of these
vocations that I have nurtured and savored over the years. After all,
as I have said, in formulating my thesis I had no one to whom I was
obliged to answer -- and what good are stereotypes if you cannot pull
them out and use them once in a while.
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I simply needed to satisfy myself that each of the Dewar's
drinkers identified by Giovanni fit the pigeonhole I had put them in
and then move on to the more difficult question, "Does each type
seem to exist and nonexist vis a vis God?"
I decided to first examine the Lype that not only drinks
Dewar's, but, according to my information, drinks the most Dewar's.
Although I mean no offense, these were the physicians, hands down.
If you see an anomaly in this, you must remember that physicians are
always under stress, and occasional release is essential to their
mental health. In addition to Dewar's, they tend to depend for
release on such diversions as two-seated Mercedes coupes, which,
incidentally, work out to a pricey fifteen thousand dollars or so for
each seat. They also seem to find relief in real estate tax shelters.
Physicians must quietly tolerate the rest of us who cannot remember
the difference between anterior and posterior and do not comprehend
the therapeutic purpose in scheduling all their patients into their
waiting rooms at the same hour. They wear expensive but rumpled
clothes and, therefore, somehow look like different people when they
put on their star c hed, white lab coats. There was no ques Lion in my
mind that physicians satisfy the "to be" side of the equation. None of
them seems to suffer from excessive humility, and it is a safe bet
that many of them, poised over a pulsing organ, scalpel in hand, do,
indeed must, face God with audacity. Even in settings less dramatic
than the operating room, it must be a little heady, with an entire
family hanging on your every word, to realize that you are being
given far more attention than the hospital chaplain. Physicians are
frequently accused of playing God because of their daily involvement
with life and death. But, practically all of them deny equality with
God, and some of them mean it. Thus, as to the "not to be" mode,
there are times when even the most assertive doctors like to
disappear -- to become nothing -- to become anonymous. That
frequently happens, for example, on Thursday afternoons in the
sum mer when the golf course beckons - - or whenever a ra pacious
plaintiff's lawyer wants to take their deposition. It is then that they
take a well-deserved break from both God and man.
Yes, I concluded, the physicians satisfied the test.
both are, and are not.
The next group, in
was the academics. Although
too much time during the day
therefore, tend to come at it

They

point of t otal Dewar's consumption,
hardly under stress, they often have
to think about the cocktail hour and,
with concealed, but nonetheless, real
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gusto. This type is recognizable, of course, by the baggy and saggy
tweeds, the elbows often protected with oblong suede patches, an
inexpensive, but well-used, pipe nestled in the breast pock~t, ~sefu)
as a prop in the contemplative mode. Usually pleasant, flghtmg to
avoid condescension at the Club's post-paper repast, they add the
intellectualism without which the Club offerings would lIot be, could
not be, anything but thin gruel, badly served. There is, of course, a
risk in lumping academicians into one category. Just as the surgeon
is a vastly different physician from the psychiatrist, the scholar is a
far cry from the campus administrator. But both dwell in the house
of intellect and tend to regard cognitive, rather than physical,
processes as the more important. Even in their humble mode, they
approach God, not on their knees, but with supplicant expressions
while standing upright. Anonymity is easy for them -- at least for
the scholars, but assertiveness in the face of their maker is difficult,
simply because they have been trained to eschew absolutes, to find
many, rather than single, causes; to pose questions rather than to
give answers. But, occasionally, the "to be" mode bursts forth. They
have produced the "definitive" work. They have become the leading
authori ty. They are distinguished, emeritus, laden with honorary
degrees purchased with achievement, not with donations of cash. At
such times they strongly believed that if God needed a current
critique on the state of a ffairs within their discipline, He would come
to them. They, too, fit the mold.
The next category I considered was the businessmen.
True, they seem to drink less Dewar's and more gin. When these
confident fellows arrive at the Club's summer outing, they typically
do so in Cadillacs, with Forbes, Newsweek and the Wall Street
Journal the only contents of the expensively thin brief case on the
front seat. They are generally satisfied that, as practitioners of the
commercial arts, they make the world go round. Do not the chief
~xecutive~ among them have enormous responsibllities, far beyond
Just meetmg the payroll? They face God on their own terms because,
at least in America, they know that commercialism is not just similar
to religion, it is our religion. It is commonplace, by now almost
expected, to equate the free market system with the Judeo-Christian
ethic -- a variation on the theme of Conor Cruise O'Brien that
re1i~ion. and. nationalism are the same thing. Communism is Godless.
Capltallsn~ lS G.odful. God cares about the bottom line, maybe not
the same l~tens.Ity as Lee lacocca, but intensely nevertheless. Even
the ~athollc ,bIShops, addressing our economic system and having
audaclOusly raIsed doubts, must lower their heads, lest they lose them
in the barrage which has come from their own affluent parishioners.
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The businessman like the Dewar's people themselves, can only thrive
when he raises t'he profile of himself, his company and his. pro~ucts.
But, nonetheless, humility, self-effacement and retreat do inevItably
come, when the tax auditors and governmental regulators are on the
prowl or the bottom line is red or gray, instead of beautiful black.
They qualify.
Then the clergy. They still drink Dewar's because to drink
vodka is to be associated too closely with modernity and thus with
the radical elements of, say, Episcopalianism. They have the special
capacity, springing from a deep sense of fellowship, of being
congenial, even without Dewar's -- or vodka for that matter. Unlike
the rest of us, it is their business to confront the Almighty, and to do
so at least once a week, fifty-two times a year. God, to them, is a
vocation, not an avocation; and they are expected to conduct the
rela tionship in a professional and, therefore, effective manner.
Having been called from among the great body of mankind to speak
on behalf of others about the mysterious and awesome chambers of
the soul, it is no wonder that, when approaching the Almighty on
their own behalf, men of the cloth do so with confidence, just as
Abraham stepped forth and bargained with the Lord over the fate of
Sodom and Gomorrah. Nevertheless, in this age even the clergy have
their moments when it seems better "not to be." There have, for
example, been instances of malpractice actions against the negligent
clergyman who has failed in the submission of his client's petition to
the Divine Provider and is expected to respond in damages for the
spiritual loss he has caused. Having to deal with this sort of thing
would make anyone want to hide. I concluded that clergymen, as
with the others, do indeed exist and nonexist.
The fourth estate has more than one Dewar's
representative among our membership. You have seen them. Like
the academics, they tend to misshapen coat pockets -- where they
have stashed their note pads and tape recorders. They have smudgy
fingers, and their ears are always cocked to some other conversation.
They seem to prefer to write about whatever they cannot hear
clearly because it inevitably comes out as a better story than what
has been made indubitably precise. Wherever you see a Club member
who has a reputation as a "usually reliable source," you are likely to
see one of our journalist stalwarts within earshot. But journalists and
journalism are changing. The accepte d function has become less
reportorial and far more interpretative -- something like the
contemporary painter or sculptor. The tools of their trade ha~e
expanded from humble pencil, paper and printing press to electrol1lc
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message centers capable of bouncing colored pictures off
geosynchronous satellites. The tre nd in journalism is for all the
women to be blonde and aU the men to be good looking; and they
seem to spend most of their time in front of impressive places -- on
the White House lawn, for example. Or you see them in happy little
trios clustered behind curverl counters. They prefer to talk over a
background of staccato noises designed to c onvert the post prosaic
humdrum into momentous and urgent e vents.
When the new
journalist speaks to the Creator of the Universe, he will almost
certainly come away prepared to tell us not simply what was said, but
what was meant, using choice asides and to ne inflections to cleverly
c onvey the real message, lest the innocent among us take what was
said at face value. Having been handed by constitutional fiat the
freedom from accountability which they righteously deplore in
everyone else, American journalists can be forgiven for proudly
asserting themselves. Yet I cannot help but believe that in their dark
moments, when their own mortality becomes apparent, they dutifully
acknowledge that the ineffable editor will have the last word. It is
then that journalists reveal their "not- to-be" mode.
Finally, there were the lawyers. They are also large
consumers of Dewar's, as could be expected of those who carry the
burdens of. o.thers on their shoulders, deal daily with the worst of
hurn~n qualJtIes and spend :oun.tless hours making silk purses out of
S?WS
ears. T~ey a.re easdy Identifiable around the Club by the
tIghtness of theIr sm.lles, their wary glances from side to side and an
exagge.rated bonhomIe as they mingle about soliciting business while
apPde.alrlng no t to do so. I had no trouble in recognizing that lawyers
rea 1 y reveal a "not-to-be" side
a
.
. .
--: hn ap~e allng humlllty, reflecting
a reassuring belief that h ·
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Well, after all this, where had my, ah, research led me?
With Giovanni's help, I had determined that practically
every type of member dri.nks Dewar's, some types more than others.
The evidence was clear that each type had a "to be" and a "not to be"
mode -- with the exception of the lawyers, who seemed to have only
a "not-to-be" side to them.
This one exception, however, was troubling. Could it be
that my Dewar's theory was basically flawed? But, I told myself, I
am a lawyer. Had not this very enterprise of mine demonstrated a
certain elan, a bold assertiveness that, even without the usual
trappings of scholarship and intellectualism, one could venture forth
into the philosophical and theological realm; that God might want to
take notice of this powerful new approach to age-old questions? I
had secretly hoped that I, and perhaps only I, was capable of pulling
off an intellectual coup without all the tedious study required of
others.
But then I faced reality; that I had been posing,
outrageously pretending that my slick-paper methods could be just as
valid as honest and conventional scholarship. What arrogance. What
chutzpah. I began to hope that, because I had done my work in
private, perhaps even by Him for whom the smallest sparrow does not
fall unnoticed, my hubris might somehow escape notice, might
somehow escape recording in the Eternal Book of Judgment. I felt an
uncontrollable urge to hide.
As I sought a secret place, I wondered what in the world
had possessed me to undertake this project. I mean, who with no
training, no credentials, no grasp even of the vocabulary, would thi.nk
himself capable of a serious study of the nature of existence, of
man's relationship to God? Who in the world would do such a thing?
Wha t kind of man?

